
HISTORY OF MALAYALAM KAVITHA

Malayalam literature (à´®à´²à´¯à´¾à´³ à´¸à´¾à´¹à´¿à´¤àµ•à´¯à´‚) comprises those literary texts written in Later, poets like
Cherusseri introduced poems on devotional themes. .. It was a landmark in the history of Malayalam literature and
initiated the novel as a.

The non-political social or domestic novel was championed by P. Their most important work is Kannasa
Ramayanam which is an important link between Ramacharitam, Ramakathapattu and Ezhuthachan 's
Adhyathmaramayanam. Bhadrakali pattu, thottam pattu,Mappila pattu, mavaratham pattu, sasthanga pattu,
nizhalkoothu pattu, sarpa pattu, sastham pattu, thiyyattu pattu, pulluvar pattu, mannar pattu, panar pattu, krishi
pattu, thamburan pattu, pada pattu, villadichan pattu, onappattu, kummi and lullaby were some of the major
subgenres. It was published in Vidyavinodini in  By the end of the 19th century two different traditions could
be clearly distinguished in Malayalam literature: the western school and the oriental or traditionalist school. In
the same period we have atta-kathaâ€”the literature form for the Kathakali performance. Punam also wrote a
Bharatam Champoo. Prose literature[ edit ] There was a great lull in the field of literary creation in Malayalam
for nearly a century after the death of Kunchan Nambiar. The greatest of them was Melpathur Narayana
Bhattathiri â€” , the author of Narayaniyam. The Bhakti school was thus revived, and in the place of the
excessive sensuality and eroticism of the Manipravalam poets, the seriousness of the poetic vocation was
reasserted by them. As if irritated by this imitation plays of low quality, P. Unniyachi Charitam,
Unnichiruthevi Charitam and Unniyadi Charitam are examples of the former type which is known by the name
champu. The Brahmaanda Puraanam was meant for the common man and so had little of Sanskrit. Rama
Kurup wrote Chakki Chankaram  This led to the production of a number of grammatical works in Malayalam.
The first Malayalam novel that dealt with the socially backward classes was Saraswalhy Vijayam by
Kunjambu. The works of Christian missionaries like Arnos Patiri Johann Ernst Hanxleden , â€” and Paulinose
Patiri John Philip Wesdin, â€” also led to a widening of the range of topics and themes in Malayalam
literature. As a literary language, Malayalam was influenced by Tamil in its early stages of development.
Malayattoor Ramakrishnan was popular through his Verukal and Yantrom. Ezhuthachan refined the style of
Malayalam language and it was during his period that Malayalam literature attained its individuality and
Malayalam became a fully fledged independent language. Medieval literature: 16th to 19th century[ edit ]
Thunchaththu Ezhuthachan Malayalam literature passed through a tremendous process of development in the
15th and 16th centuries. The Kilippattu form he adopted in Ramayanam and Bharatam may be a pointer to his
recognition of the importance of sound effect in poetry. This was the auspicious moment for the entry of M. In
, Kerala mitram became the first secular periodical. It has got a definite metre. During the early 20th century,
Malayalam received outstanding novels, either as translations or adaptations of Western literature. They cite
the use of certain words in the book and also the fact that the manuscript of the book was recovered from
Neeleshwaram in north Kerala. It was a landmark in the history of Malayalam literature and initiated the novel
as a new flourishing genre. Vasudevan Nair short stories include Eruttinte aatmaavu, Kuttyetatti and
Vanaprastham , Thikkotian plays and humorous poems and the autobiography Arangu Kanaatta Natan and
Cherukaatu, writer of short stories, humorous poems and plays and the autobiography called Jivitappaata, are
some major writers of note. Novels on Christian life were written by Kochuthomman , and Kocheeppan
Tharakan. Muhammed for Itu Bhumiyaanu Madhavikutty also known as Kamala Das and Kamala Surayya
occupies a unique position in the history of Malayalam literature. Dravidian metres are used throughout
although there is a quatrain in a Sanskrit metre. Kerala Simham by K.


